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SECRET BRAZIL: WILD 
PANTANAL

Episode 1: SECRET BRAZIL: UNDERWATER JEWELS OF PANTANAL
Pantanal is the largest wetland on the planet. Located in the heart of Brazil - South of the Amazon Basin - this 
nature heaven spreads it’s area across the borders of Paraguay and Bolivia. Year after year the arrival of 
heavy rains brings an incredible metamorphosis to this land, transforming it in an astonishing underwater 
realm inhabited by a surprising array of aquatic creatures. Lawrence Wahba and Haroldo Palo Jr, two 
Brazilian wild life cinematographers embark on a journey to film how these creatures survive the challenge 
of living in an ever-changing environment that dries every year and the dramatic milestones of their lives.

Episode 2: SECRET BRAZIL:  JEWELS OF PANTANAL
Pantanal, the largest wetland on the planet has a richness of life with very special characteristics. During 
a whole year of extreme different seasons a group of the most interesting land creatures will be portrayed 
with its unique challenges to survive. Lawrence Wahba and Haroldo Palo Jr. two Brazilian cinematographers 
will film how the ever-changing water cycle overcomes them. The differences between the time of plenty and 
when food is scarcer, what presses them to the limit and in what conditions, the highs and lows that shape 
the individual story lines giving the audience a satisfying experience of this incredible place over a year of 
seasons. 

Episode 3: SECRET BRAZIL: WILD PANTANAL - BEHIND THE SCENES
Two Wildlife filmmakers, Lawrence Wahba and Haroldo Palo, explore the heart of the Pantanal, the biggest 
wetland on earth, located in Brazil, South America. Their mission: capture the most unlike array of animals 
from the elusive jaguar to the feared anaconda in this ever-changing unique, unknown and rich environment. 
To succeed: they will have to face technical and personal challenges during a whole one year cycle, from 
dry season to flood season, taking risks to film behavior sequences in extremes situations.


